
 
JD Magic: Workshops & Presentations 
If you are looking for a unique, fun and engaging workshop for your 
students, then you are in the right place! 
Jack Dent AIMC from JD Magic is one of the top magicians in the 
country and is one of only 300 magicians to become an Associate of the 
Inner Magic Circle. 
The multi-award winning entertainer is now using his talents to help 
young people realise their full potential. Jack is offering bespoke 
presentations to schools and colleges to captivate and inspire their 
young people to realise they too can achieve their dreams. 
Real life experiences, true stories and breathtaking magic awaits you. 

Booking JD Magic has never been easier: 

BOOK NOW 

Magic Shows 
From 30min shows  to 

full day sessions 
available  

Circus Skills 
Interactive sessions 

promoting teamwork 
and using hand-eye 

coordination 

Inspiring Talks 
Hear Jacks inspiring 
life story - told with 

the entertaining twist 
of magic 

CHOOSE THE SESSION 
Find the right session 

for your students or ask 
Jack for some guidance

1
CONTACT JACK 
07511770430 

Or visit the website: 
www.JDMagic.co.uk

2
ENJOY THE SHOW 

Get ready for a truly 
magical and inspiring 

experience.

3

Educate   -   Engage   -   Entertain

CONTACT JACK 

07511770430 
Or visit the website: 

www.JDMagic.co.uk

CHOOSE THE SESSION 

Find the right session 
for your students or 

just ask Jack for some 
more guidance.

ENJOY THE SHOW 

Now get ready for a 
truly magical and 

inspiring experience.

Contact 
07511770430 

jack@jdmagic.co.uk 
www.JDMagic.co.uk



 
Here’s what other 
groups have to say: 

“The workshops are designed to motivate, 
engage and inspire the children and for many it 
is the first time they have ever tried anything 
like this before, so it is really exciting to see 
them juggle or plate spin for the first time.” 

“Children learn best when they are having fun 
and participating in workshops such as this, 
have so many positive outcomes and teaching 
children the importance of teamwork and 
never giving up - to master a new skill at the 
end is just the icing on the cake.”  

Principal - Emma Campbell, Cambridgeshire

IMPORTANT INFORMATION: 
Jack has Level 1 and 2 qualifications in Safeguarding children. He has also undertaken several paediatric 
first aid training courses and can supply you with a DBS check, risk assessment and proof of  his public 
liability insurance upon booking. 
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Uni urged to stop
dead dog imports
AN ANIMAL rights group

has called on Cambridge
University to stop importing

dead dogs from the US for its
veterinary students to practice
dissection on.

However the university has
insisted the purchase of canine
‘cadavers’ is an ethical way to train
its future vets.

An investigation by Cruelty Free
International (CFI) has revealed
Cambridge is one of three UK
universities to ship in dead dogs
from a company based in the USA.

Stray and abandoned dogs are
sourced from American pounds
and shelters, if they have gone
at least five days without being
rehomed. They are then put down,
embalmed and sold to colleges and
universities, to allow students to
practice dissection.

The group has condemned
the practice as inhumane, saying
a combination of “models and
computer programmes” could be
used to train would-be vets instead.

Katy Taylor, Cruelty Free
International’s director of science
and regulatory affairs said: “We
think the public will be horrified
to learn that Cambridge University
is actually importing the bodies of
shelter dogs who have been killed
because their five days is up and
no one has come forward to adopt
them.

“We urge Cambridge University
to end this practice and instead

join other veterinary medical
schools by adopting an ethical
policy.”

However a university spokesman
told the News it was “committed to
excellence in veterinary medicine”,
describing the use of dead
animals as “essential” to students’
anatomical education.

He said: “All of our dissection
dogs are provided by a third
party company, which sources

and supplies embalmed dogs for
educational use.

“The source of the dead dogs is
from USDA licensed establishments
that would otherwise dispose of the
dogs to landfill sites, incineration or
otherwise destroyed.”

According to CFI, many
universities use the bodies of dogs
that have died of natural causes,
or were euthanised to prevent
suffering due to terminal illness.

However the universities of
Cambridge and Nottingham, and
the Royal Veterinary College all use
euthanised dogs supplied by the
same commercial firm.

Cambridge University admitted
using 50 dogs’ bodies for veterinary
anatomy classes, all sourced by a
UK company acting as an agent for
a US commercial supplier.

The spokesman added: “Since
all the dogs are already destined to
be euthanised and if they were not
used for veterinary training they
would be otherwise destroyed,
we believe this is an appropriate,
ethical and humane way to source
dogs for anatomical teaching.”

DOG DISSECTION: Students practice on canine cadavers from the US
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Roll up, for a
magic display
YOUNGSTERS from
a Cambridge theatre
school had a magic
time on Saturday, as
they got to grips with a
host of circus skills.

Part-time students
from the Razzamataz
school were joined by
Magic Circle member
Jack from JD Magic,
to learn some of the
skills of the big top,
including juggling,
diablo and plate
spinning.

Younger members
were also treated to
an interactive magic
show.

“It’s amazing what
the children can pick
up in just a very short
amount of time,” said
Jack.

“The workshops are

designed to motivate,
engage and inspire
the children and for
many it is the first
time they have ever
tried anything like this
before, so it is really
exciting to see them
juggle or plate spin for
the first time.”

Principal Emma
Louise Campbell
added: “Children
learn best when they
are having fun.

“Participating in
workshops such as
this has so many
positive outcomes
and teaches children
the importance of
teamwork and never
giving up.

“To master a new
skill at the end is just
the icing on the cake.”

ADAM CARE

“Lots of Magic Fun with JD Magic” 
- High Ercall Primary, Shropshire

“He is so friendly and great with the children and I've had such positive feedback from the 
children (and staff!)” - Thomas Russell Infants, Staffordshire

“Fabulous entertainment for the whole school. You had all the children and teachers 
completely enthralled. You left them wanting so much more. What an inspiration you are!” 

- William Reynolds Primary School, Shropshire 
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